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Lorath Reikan Park Embassy

Located on Yamatai, five kilometers north of Kyoto in the Reikan Park, the Lorath Matriarchy has
established an embassy 'compound' in a space allotted to the Matriarchy.

More about Lorath Reikan Park Embassy

Largely, the embassy at Reikan Park has been established by the Matriarchy purely for the purpose of
saying that it exists, and little more beyond that. However, for the sake of establishing an embassy which
could be taken 'seriously', the Matriarchy has chosen to follow through by at least making the compound
something serviceable.

Structures

Primarily, the Lorath Embassy compound is comprised of a central building which is a squat two surface-
level building in a square frustum configuration, twenty meters in height, and 75×75 meters length and
width at its base, and 50×50 meters at its top, with an additional thirty meters of subterranean depth.
Exterior features of the building are comprised of high-density boron-carbide plates with a matte-white
exterior layer of polished ceramic plate tiles, which have been treated with a non-stick and hydrophobic
coating for minimal upkeep requirements. Conventional doors have been excluded from the construction
of the central compound building, in favor of using LSDF-designed hatches and airlocks for the purpose of
internal atmosphere regulation within the compound building. Within the primary compound building,
there are the following spaces, which have been designed to conform to Matriarchy standard installation
parameters.

Primary Structure Layout, non-comprehensive

Lobby

Reception Desk
Six offices for consultations, meetings, and other common usages, includes function of low-access
computer terminals.
small cultural and historical museum for visitors
LSDF Automated Galley
LSDF Small Latrine Compartment x2
LSDF Museum and Display Facilities
LSDF Vendor Booth
LSDF General Purpose Wardroom
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Second Floor

LSDF Gym & Physical Training Facilities
LSDF Primary Crew Latrine/Head
LSDF Officer Staff Head
LSDF Children's Recreational Facilities employee child daycare and entertainment.
Diplomatic personnel quarters
LSDF Emergency Armory
LSDF Major Computer Access

Basement 1

LSDF Medical Compartment – Small
LSDF Vehicle Storage Bay shuttle and ground vehicle garage.
LSDF Vehicle Repair Bay
Service staff bunks
LSDF Engineering Manufacturing Compartment extends to basement 2

Basement 2

LSDF Secured Vaults
LSDF Security Office
LSDF Utility Control Room
LSDF Group Bunk Room x2, intended for LSDF security personnel.
LSDF Engineering Manufacturing Compartment extends to basement 1

Secondary Structure

A secondary structure is on the Lorath embassy grounds, and is 20x20x10 meters in size, and consists of
a single LSDF General Purpose Wardroom which has been redesigned into a conference room. This
building has been constructed to serve as the primary meeting ground for ambassadors and diplomatic
representatives. At the entry to the structure is a security checkpoint, staffed by LSDF personnel.

OOC Notes

This page was originally created on 2014/02/19 02:22 by DocTomoe.
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